
EVENT 5
5th september

TEAM

HUNDRED
ONE

FIFTY



LOCATION
FIELD A



event 5
36 THRUSTER (I GO YOU GO EVERY 6 REPS)

36 TOES TO BAR SYNCHRO
2 ROPE CLIMB LEGLESS (I GO YOU GO - 1 + 1)

24 THRUSTER (I GO YOU GO EVERY 6 REPS)
24 TOES TO BAR SYNCHRO

2 ROPE CLIMB LEGLESS (I GO YOU GO - 1 + 1)

12 THRUSTER (I GO YOU GO EVERY 6 REPS)
12 TOES TO BAR SYNCHRO

2 ROPE CLIMB LEGLESS (I GO YOU GO - 1 + 1)

RUN TO THE FINISH LINE

time cap: 15 min

score is time



event 5
TEAM

M/M

m/F

f/f

THRUSTER
TOES TO

BAR
ROPE

CLIMB

60 KG

60/40 KG

40 KG

LEGLESS

LEGLESS

REGULAR



flow
Athletes will wait at the starting line. At the call of 
“3,2,1 ..go” athlete A moves to the bar and complete 6 reps 
of thruster. He/she will the return to the rig and athlete 
B moves to the bar and complete 6 reps of thrusters. 
Athletes will continue in this way until they have reached 
36 repetitions. They will then go to the rig to perform 36 
toes to bar synchro followed by 2 rope climb performed "I 
go you go" mode. 
A team member, no matter which, will then move the chess 
piece and moves to the barbell to perform 6 reps of 
thrusters. He/she will then tag his/her teammate who 
will perform another 6 reps of thrusters.Athletes will 
continue in this way until they have reached 24 
repetitions.
They will then go to the rig to perform 24 toes to bar 
synchro followed by 2 rope climb performed "I go you go" 
mode.



flow
A team member, no matter which, will then move the 
chess piece and moves to the barbell to perform 6 
reps of thrusters. He/she will then tag his/her 
teammate who will perform another 6 reps of 
thrusters. They will then go to the rig to perform 12 
toes to bar synchro followed by 2 rope climb 
performed "I go you go" mode.

The team will then sprint to the finish line where the 
time will be taken.



standard
THRUSTER

Each set of thrusters begins with the barbell on the 
ground. The athlete must move the barbell from the 
bottom of a front squat to to full lockout overhead. A 
full squat clean into a thrusters is allowed when the 
barbell is taken from the ground. The athlete’s hip 
crease must clearly pass below the top of the knees 
when in bottom position. The rep is credited when: the 
athlete has the barbell locked out overhead with hips, 
knees and arms fully extended and the barbell is 
directly over the middle of athlete’s body.
The athlete must continue pressing the weight up 
until lockout. Re-dipping during the press (i.e. 
performing a jerk) will result in a No Rep.



standard
TOES TO BAR

Athletes begin by hanging from the pull-up bar with arms 
extended.
The heels must be brought back behind the bar at each rep. 
The rep is credited when both feet contact the bar between 
the hands at the same time.
Synchro: the athletes must touch the bar at the same time.



standard
ROPE  CLIMB

The athlete will have to climb the rope going to touch the 
crossbeam.
If the rope climb is stated as legless, athletes CANNOT use 
their legs to assist with the ascent. 
Only after the athlete has clearly made the touch at the top 
of the climb, he/she must FIRST return both hands to the rope 
and THEN may use their legs to descend the rope.


